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2008 SUNY Cortland Undergraduate
Commencement
Alma Mater
IBy lofty elm trees shaded round,
Tioughnioga near,
Our grond old Cortland College stands,
To all of us how dear!
We'll sing to thee, dear Alma Mater,
Of love that shall never die,
We'll strive for thy glory eternal,
Keep thy stainless honor high.
Inspiring each son and each daughter
The noblest aims to try,
All thy fame and thy spirit,
Thy might are ours
As the swift years hurry by.
Welcome
The president, College Council, faculty, alumni and graduates
of the State University of New York College at Cortland
are honored by your presence at the
2008 Undergraduate Commencement ceremonies.
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called the "conscience of the parks and
recreation profession" for his work on the
environmental impact of recreation and the
sustainability of leisure.
A Cortland, NY, native, he received the
prestigious 1990 National Literary Award
from the National Recreation and Park
Association as a writer who made a significant
contribution to the park and recreation field
and its understanding of innovations, refined
philosophic thought, and trends and research
in parks, recreation, conservation and leisure.
The editor-in-chief of Leisure Sciences,
Goodale has served as associate editor of the
Journal of Leisure Sciences. The recipient of
numerous distinguished service awards, he is
a fellow and past president of the Academy
of Leisure Sciences.
In 2006, he was awarded an honorary
degree from the University of Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada. In 1986, Goodale was
presented with the SUNY Cortland
Distinguished Alumnus Award, the SUNY
Cortland Alumni Association's highest honor.
In 1980, he delivered the keynote address
at the 30th Annual Recreation Conference
at SUNY Cortland. He also was presented
with the Charles K, Brightbill Memorial
Outstanding Alumni Award from the
University of Illinois In 1983.
Goodale, a professor emeritus of human
services at George Mason University in
Virginia, continues to conduct research in
his field. His books include The Evolution
of Leisure: Historical and Philosophical
Perspectives, which he co-authored with
another SUNY Cortland graduate, Geoffrey
C. Godbey '64, and Recreation and Leisure:
Issues in an Era of Change.
He has written book chapters on
the philosophies of leisure, families and
leisure, creating a humane environment,
and developing quality environments.
He has authored more than 50 articles
and conference proceedings, numerous
professional and scientific reports, and
several book reviews. He has presented in
the U.S. and Canada and received numerous
grants to support much of his research.
., .
In 1961,Goodale earned ...bachelo.s
degree in recreation from SUNY Cortland,
where he was mentored by Dr. Harlan
"Gold" Metcalf, the late founder of SUNY
Cortland's Recreation and Leisure Studies
Department. Under Metcalf's guidance,
Goodale sought out the professor's longtime
colleague at the University of Illinois, Charles
K. Brightbill. considered by many at the
time to be the philosophical leader of the
recreation fjeld. Goodale earned his master's
degree and doctorate in park and recreation
administration while working with Brightbill
at Illinois.
Goodale taught at SUNY Cortland,
University of Wisconsin at Green Bay and
University of Ottawa in Canada, in 1988 he
joined George Mason University, where he
served until his retirement in 1999.
"When Dr. Goodale retired from George
Mason University, a national effort resulted
in a scholarship being endowed by faculty
all across the nation and given to Dr.
Goodale's alma mater, SUNY Cortland," said
Lynn Anderson, chair of the SUNY Cortland
Recreation and Leisure Studies Department.
"We now give the Goodale Community
Service Scholarship to excelling students
1
in our major. Dr. Goodale has been a huge
supporter of this institution, serving on
numerous committees and advisory boards.
Most importantly, he has devoted his entire
career to recreation and leisure studies
research."
Goodale himself was a major contributor
to the scholarship, In 2006, he made another
generous donation to the Cortland College
Foundation In support of the SUNY Cortland
Alumni House, which allowed him to name
its library the Goodale Library, honoring the
10 family members, including himself, who
earned degrees from SUNY Cortland and
who all became teachers. Goodale was a
member of the Metcalf Endowment board
of directors, a group that last year reached
its goal to raise $100,000 to support future
scholarly activities within the College's
Recreation and Leisure Studies Department.
He lives with his Wife, Sonja. near
Richmond, Va.
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees
Candidates for bachelor's degrees listed on the following pages completed their degree requirements in
December 2007 or May 2008 or are expected to complete their requirements in August or December 2008.
Because the names of the graduates and honors recipients presented in this program must be compiled in
advance of Commencement. the information is not official and is subject to revision as may be mandated by
satisfaction of degree requirements and of academic grades.
Graduation With Honors
Honors awarded to candidates for the bachelor's degrees as listed in this program are based on grade point
averages recorded as of Feb. 1. 2008. Candidates who receive honors wear colored tassels as noted below.




















* Jessica Lynne Brown
** Kaitln A. Brown
Diana M. Dame
* Barbara J. Hollings
** llllan L Tabone
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** Mark D. Hsh
Corey Gray
** John Michael Guthrie
Travis Michael Happoldt
Corey Edward Scharoun Hayden
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AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES Crista Lee Tlrlnarc Blake Ryan Goldman Jessica Regina Schneider Daniel Lee Morris II
Ashley M. Joslin + Michael Walter Yudlkaltis Dustin Stephen Good + Kurt W. Simmons Derek James Neuman
Stephen Matthew Williams Carlene Marie Greenwald Gregory Ramsey Steward II Jolene Marie Phillips
COMMUNICATION STUDIES - Siiri Karnlnen Grubb , Adam Scott Stockwell Tara Ann Saglimbeni +
ANTHROPOLOGY Brittany Yasmin Baig Gerald F.Harris Ronald R. Suatonl Michael Arthur Sears II
•• Joanna Charlotte Alaric lindsay T. Blasko Btldget-Mane Heller Travis Nicholas tense Alexander Charles Smith
Natalie Samantha Fernandes Tara M. Blomberg Michael William Hellige Danielle Tousignant Patrick Ross Stout
Emerald Marimay Jessmore Recel Bregeudlt layrnie Nicole Hilimire -.. Matthew Tierney Tupper Benjamin James Yldulich
Sarah Elizabeth Oloughlin Amanda Kathleen Brehm - Kathryn H. Hudy + 'Jas~ Edward Uhlig Adam Matthew Yltoulis
rt Cooper E. Paulson + ~ Kaitlin Elizabeth Brower Timothy Enwright Irwin Margaret Mary Winter Jed Travis West
• Crystal A Sheedy ... Carmen Caceres Jeremy J. Ives Kimberly Ann Witinski
• Katelyn Suzann Hales Stramba + Colleen M. Cahill Janna valerie lehlen Andrew lawrence Wolkonowski ECONOMICS
• Kaela Marie Woolsey • Colleen M. Cappon m Erica L Jenkins ... Heather C. Zampino - Christine Marie Booth ...
Megan L Carolan Phillip Michael Jones joseph Anthony Zinna Jr. Ugia Maricela Guallpa ...
ART lnshim Catherine Casseday Bethany J. Kent
Emily Joan De Lorme Erin Marie Castellano Robert Palmer Kirshner CRIMINOLOGY ENGLISH
jarrse L. Dolaway Daniel Scott Catalano Tessa M. Kristof Vincent C. Aiello Sara M. Auringer
Andrea Kristen Margolis jacob Andrew Caughey Emily R. launt Nicholas William Bueti Rachael Nicole Bates.. Cooper E. Paulson + Kerry Kathleen Cisek Nicole Bart Levenson Clara M. Cable CoUn Robert Beaury
Steven W. Phillips Emily Marin Cittadino Diane B. Longo Timothy Lee Cornell Kaitlyn K. Brockunier
Kartlin Ann Reu-Stcart Mariah Jean Clapp Ashley Emma Mack Brian Martin DeCarr taune Teresa Burlison
Brittany Amber Strong rt Sarah M. Coleman Anthony R. Mandile Peter John Di Benedetto Kierstin M. Bums
Ellen Jane Cordts Stephanie Elizabeth Margraf John Henry Dross + - Rachel Lee Crofut ...
BIOLOGY Jennifer Marie Crast Brittany Helen Mariano ... Andrew William Fiegl Sarah M. Diaz +
Cynthia Onyema Echefu ... Michael Robert Crist Stephanie Lynn Marsh • Daniel J. Fitzpatrick Ashley Anne Dolengo
Elisabeth Ann Crossman + Adrian Mata Alicia Nicole Fuller Jonathan Estevez
BUSINESS ECONOMICS Angela M. Cwynar Megan Alyse Matt Matthew Roy Fuller Philip Jude Caruso Giordano
Leo William Battlno Chad Michael Daniels ... rt Jennifer L. Miller Christina Marie Griffin Robert Goldstein
• lindsay R. Brenner David Brian DeMann jr. James Samuel Murray Christopher James Hannon Anthony J. Guccia
Whitney Shae Button Laura Margaret Dixon Iamell Myers Chase M. Harper rt Drew Kenneth Hill
Shane Davanzo Usa Rene Doyle .. Christine Ann Natoli Stephanie Nicole Hastings + Kathryn A. Hufnagel
rt Philip J. Irish Yarrel! S, Eddie Stephanie Marie Nodzo Kristen F. Hempling Nicole Marie Hushla
Ma~ KIm Megan M. False Timmie John O'leary Brett A. Humphreys Kacie A. Kcblsa
• lacey Anne McCreedy April Lynn Farnham Teresa E.Osrunt Adam L Hyde Marisa Legato
Kevin Patrick McGuigan Gilbert Feliciano ". Julia Lynn Pahler Kelyn Zenana Kidney Nichole Stephanie Lepkowski
Wesley Pesante Amber Elizabeth French Brian C. Paulson James Kenneth Lehman + .rt Amanda R. Marshall
Allyson lauren Price Heather josephine Fuller - Julianne Nicole Pepe Andrew Michael Loughlin ... David M. MePletl
Patrick J. Ruppert Wid line Germain Alexander L. Plotkin Elizabeth A. Mead rt Rebekah lee Moraites
Emanuel Santiago Alison R. Getsloff Kaitlyn B. Reddan Patrick N. Meister Jessica Calder Murphy
Christy Marie Steiner Angela Rose Giazzon Joseph William Sargent David). Miller + Ashley Therese Pichura
Kristen N. Pidlypchak Daniel Shawn Gilsenan Paula Ayumi Higa ., Narsumi Kimura + Joseph Eric Schultz
Yolanda Renee Powell-Barnett Dustin Stephen Good + Natsumi fnaba Candy M. Leet Melissa Valdez
Matthew Edward Robinson Zachary M. Goodier Ashley M. Joslin + ri Mayuko Miyamoto Alton Ronald Waldon IV
Erin L Sanger Andrew Lee Graves Elizabeth Kempf Melisa M. Newby Yoko Yamauchi... Anne Marie Scheftic Scott Thomas Grenier Devin Quinn McGlade Robin Marie Sola
Charity Anne Schneeberger Christie M. Hernandez Halie)l\\ Meyers Jason Rey Valdez PROFESSIONAL WRITING
Jonathan Matthew Space .. Amanda Darcy Hubbard Akihiro Shimada .. Craig E. Valentino Patrick A. Berlinquette
Christopher Michael Iuro Stephen Rlones Lauren Irene SIkora Cassandra Jacqueline Whitlock Erica B. Clark
Andrea Jean Watkins Angelos Andreas Katsaits Katelyn Suzann Hales Stramba + ... Rachel Lee Crofut +
Leslie Jill Webster Samantha Rose Knight Tomoe Tanabe POLITICAL SCIENCE ... Diana Marie Gallagher +
Christopher Leslie Paul Weston Jeffrey P. Lang Ashley Lynn Ahola Todd Andrew Gutmann
Rachael L Wood Jacob Sturdevant Loeb MATHEMATICS Saort Ashida ri Brenden C. Hendrickson
Brian William Lynam Kenneth George Reisch + Richard A. Avdoyan Michaela Lynn Iozza
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE Nicole Lynn Marris ri jason P. Barrett Whitney Ellen Worden
Sumeyra Bayraktaroglu Gregory John Mills MUSICAL THEATRE Caitlin Elizabeth Blazak
Sebaher Cakirlar • Heather jo Nelepovitz Elizabeth Lynne Appleton Courtney Leigh Brown PSYCHOLOGY... Daren l. Carroll Antonina N. Newhart Steven Patrick Cottonaro + Gina M. Carrozzelli .. Philip Henry Antz
Stephanie Lynne Dubois Scott Patrick O'Reilly Jennifer M. Fritsche • Paul G. Caughell Kelty Welch Armstrong
Nicole F. Lee ... Jason Page Chelsea O. Gavezz! Sean Michael Clare • Maria Elena Bertolino-Mead
Melissa Beth Squiers Michael Armando Paolucci ... Anita Christine Pena Mansel Cortez Brian A. Calderon
• Mai Watanabe Simon Peter Perrone • Kenneth George Reisch + Dana R. Crosby Kristina Ann Marie Castine
riO John Robert Rickes Audra C. Rizzo Elisabeth Ann Crossman + Kimberly N. Caulfield
FRENCH Andrew John Scolaro Jennifer Ann vadella Jessica J. Damrath .. Sheresa Christine Christopher
• Meghan J. Stanton Jeremy Joel Skinner Joshua Adam Williams Brandon J. Davis Matthew R. Cioffi
Lauren Elizabeth Staub Ryan Michael Galvm Leslie Alison Cole
GEOGRAPHY Danlelle Theresa Talento NEW COMMUNICATION MEDIA Carol L Hernandez Jamie Marie Comenale
Brett Michael Wallace Jessica Jean Whalen Melissa Marie Costas james A. Hoffmann Jason J. Countryman
Jeremy Brett Wright .ri Vietor Manuel Garda ri George Martin Hotaling Michelle Marie Dejesus
HISTORY Terry N. Yeoman Jr. Whitney Rachel Hurwitz Trevor Edwin Jackson Cynthia Desir
Abby Lynn Baker Patrick William Melom James Kenneth Lehman + Samantha E. Dlfato
E. Joseph Brasley INDIVIDUALIZED DEGREE PROGRAM James P.Mustico Colleen McCabe David 1. Donnarumma
Kimberly Ann Brethel ri Emily Michelle Reid Heather M. Potts ri Daniel Edward Mendelson Alicia L Edwards
Jason Edward Bukowski RIchard James Stern David l. Miller + ... Meghan Mane Flood
Marco Alejandro Carvajal INTERNATIONAL STUDIES Sean Patrick Walsh • Jeremy Will!am Morris Jennifer Garcia... Morgan Jean Chylinskl rio Christine Marie Booth + • Kimberly Marks Whitman David D. Naples ri Andrew Clark Gifford
Nathan Dailey Mariana del Recio Chuya Moran Amanda Kathryn Pace Abbigail Marie Grabow
Brian R. DUley Cynthia Onyema Echefu + NEW MEDIA DESIGN Carlos Perez Stephanie Nicole Has-tings +
John Henry Dross + Monday Ikpedinachi Ezeocha Matthew K. Bennett Thomas James Reichhart Jenny Sean Hinsdale
Jason James Gerasia Ligia Maricela Guallpa + Robert A. Bowen 111 Tara Ann Seghmbenl + Allison Marie Hosking
ri Lindsay Gilbert Matthew David Savarese Mariah Rose Ingleston
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Kathryn L Inglis
"'** Erica L Jenkins +
lillian Julie Jones
Courtney Elizabeth Kenyon
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Elysa Marie Gonzalez Bachelor of ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: PHYSICS Jeffrey Hunter Standish
Michelle Suzanne Grant Fine Arts AND MATHEMATICS - TImothy W. Stilwell
Jennifer L Hernandez .. Tamayo Tani
Jason Daniel Horton ART STUDIO
.. Adam Montgomery Dembrow Jacob Robert TIbbles
Keith A. Johnson Keri Starr Baker • later R. Herter Brandon D. Weinberg
Kara A. Joseph .. Nicole lindsay Culver Brandon Steele Wheeler
Jennifer Elizabeth lurik BIOLOGY .. William H. White III +
Yukari Karat Sally Renee Bien • Madeline Mane Williams
Scott Craig Kohn Bachelor of ~-owen Alois Brewster .. Andrea Caroline Wissink
Michelle Elizabeth Lauria Science
... Devin S. Broadwell
•• Matthew Tyler Luhrs Albert Michael Capolongo BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
John William Madden Carrie Alyson Cefalo ... Emeline Mahar HimesADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: BIOLOGY
Sharon L Masilotti D Morgan Frances Emrich Richard D. Coster Elizabeth M. Vitanza
Iadyn Rae Middleton • Krista Lynn Hoffman Brent A. Crowley
Darnel Edward Papa Joseph Thomas Madigan Alexandre Dassler BUSINESS ECONOMICS
Tara Elizabeth Patterson Dennis Bernard DePaolo •• Heather Ann Barr
Nicholas Arthur Peters ... Christopher Euler Jonathan R. BovaADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: CHEMISTRY
Justina Rosemary Reynolds Amanda Lynn Wild Jessica Marie Furnari Christopher Edward Boyle
Shanlse E. Riley Matthew A. Geary • Troy Lee Buchanan
tort-Ann Patrice Senior ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: Nathan Mark Hemendinger Andrew J. Casey
Brian David Shipley EARTH SCIENCE Danielle Marie Herbert James A. Classey
Matthew Joseph Simonis Allison Marie Ammirati Joshua Nicholas Higgins Peter James Claus-Landt
George William Soto III .. Scott Eugene Causer Jordan Benjamin Jenks Michael F. Colagiovanni
Ashley J. Sramek Adam Peter Thayer Kimberly S. Lea Adam Howard Conner
Gabrielle Rose Tarrulevich ~ wakana Manabe Jennifer Lee Corigliano
Kylie A. Wood ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: Michael James Marrano Kyle E. DeMarco
Michael Christopher Zaccardo MATHEMATICS Ryan Samuel Mateo Eric Andrew Fitzpatrick
E....an I. Zmarthie • Lorraine D. Blakeslee Nicole Bridget McAlvin William M. Fuchs~ Brian James Millard ~ William Joseph Gibson
SPANISH
Mary Kathryn Clark
Steven Connolly Miller - Bradley Fredrick GillanDaniel Cook
Sarah M. Dial + Zachary M. Darrow Jacob Richard Monacelli Frank Gransasso... Diana Marie Gallagher + Craig Charles Moyse Timothy William Haas.. Lauren M. Davis
Marybeth Langendorf Milena Mrdjenovic • Christopher Michael HardimanErika M. Digiulio
Justine S. Levy Tanya M. Ellerson Yoshimi Nishigami Derrick A. Hartnett +
Dantelle Marie Luc Benjamin Thomas Moore Farah C. Patarase Ryan C Heath• Brittany Helen Mariano· jadyn Denise Potter Ryan C. HerrickVincent Joseph Redding
Melissa S. McCarthy + Heather Respol Angela L Rought Dj Holton
Amanda Michelle Scott Adrienne Scicchitano Kristy Lou Kalvestran
Stephanie Ann Seeman Jean M. Silecchia jason John Knudsen.. Gary D. Tillotson Matthew A. Spoagls Rye Kusuda
Christopher Royal Lambert Anthony H. Ferretti School of Edward Francis Dougherty Jr. - Kelsey Marie McCabeKevin Ma .* Zizwe G. Grandison Helene Marie Dougherty Melissa S. McCarthy"
Jeremy E, Masem " John J. Hayes IV Education Kathleen Noel Downes Cailin Morgan McConnell
Barry Bryan Mclaughlin Aesa S. Kailas Amanda C Dwyer .. Chelsea Elizabeth McKeever
Elizabeth Anne McMullen - Adam J. Mathews Kelly M. Edwards • Megan E. Meahan
Quentin Norris Merritt II Pasquali Thomas Praino Bacllelor of Michael Charles Emard Rose Mary Melville
Richard John Moran III .. Scott Richard Tompkins Science Aliza J. Embling Holly L. Miller
Chkako Nishimura Gregory 1. Waldron Melissa Femia Eileen M. Moran
Amanda]. Oates CHILDHOOD EDUCATION * Melissa Anne Folkl Katlyn Ann Moran
Adam Ralph Orlandella GEOLOGY Caitlin Maureen Ahern Gregory Martin Frank Joseph Michael Mulhern
Daniel Joseph O'Shea Jennifer N. Christoffel Michelle Lynn Antonucci Nicole M. Frank Kenneth A. Mulvihill
Jeffrey C Perry Robert John Conti Shane John Arce Michele J. Fusllli
... Krista Leigh O'Donnell... Mallori Lynn Pinto Michael J. MacKenzie .. Jessica Lyn Arsenault Jaime Lynn Gettinger Brittany Linn Okon
Joshua David Preston Theodore P.Sikora Katrina Marie Balla Renee Giroux Charity Lin Olmstead
Sarah Lynne Priest Bobby Dean Taylor Danlelle Marie Bartels Kristina M. Goldenberg Kyle Rose Opera
Michele A. Ryan *. Andrea Dawn Beckwith Christine C Grancagnolo Lauren Michelle Ortiz
Christine Elizabeth Schacht MATHEMATICS .. Susan M. Betit Matthew Carter Gregory Stephanie Lynn Oyer
Thomas Frank Schimpf Christopher Michael Prouty Christina Marie Bice Elizabeth Joy Grimes Doretta Lynne Parker
Ryan Daniel Seufert .. Mary Kay Angela Blackford Alyssa Jennifer Guerrier Skylar Frank Cortland Pascale
Michael Robert Sganga PHYSICS - Amanda Justine Booth Kaitlin E. Guiles Mark D. PelosiBarry Andrew Shaver Matthew Scott Eldredge Laura Jane Bouschor Sarah Maureen Hogan Kelly Lynn Perkins
m Chelsea Suzanne Slade Joseph Foti Patrick), Braman Margaret Jean Horowitz Kristi Lee Perkins
Trista M. Smith Justin Phillip Winters ... Charlene Suzanne Briguglio Brittany Ann Houlihan Elizabeth R- Perra
Steven E. Socko Denise M. Brown ... Eileen Johanna Janet Hoyt Raquel Marie Phair
Ashley P.Squires PSYCHOLOGY Vera A. Budnik Courtney Johnston Kimberly Ann QUigley
Megan E. Thayer Brandon William Boblslnk Matthew J Cannata .. Evan James Jones • Ashlee Ann Rashford
Maria Elida Trotman Michele Diane Carter lenna Marie Castaldi Heather M. Judd ~ Carrie Ann Rickner
Stephanie Michelle Wyllie * Bradley S. Cringle Mary Dominica Chapman Danelle E. Kain Andrea M. Riehlman
Kaela Anne Dear Julie Lynne Clark Michael Adam Kaminsky Kristy B. Ripley
CHEMISTRY - Melissa S.Gray Katrlyn Nicole Comastn Kristin Marie Kapela • Janet M. Rosen.. William H. White III .. Lin Hill Jessica M. Corbett Lauren Ashley Keller Elizabeth A. Ross.. Jessica Marie Woyner Michael). MacKenzie + Rita M. Coskey Michael Francis Kuczkowski Dena Marie Rotella
* Jennifer Lee Pemtck .. Beth Ann Crego ... Jennifer Noelte Labuz Johanna Louise Roth
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY Matthew Edward Rudnick ~ Meagan Evelynn Curtis Heather Marie Lawton Jacqueline Rotheim
Craig Scott Fullmer Rebecca L Rudolph Devin Marie D'Aunno Meredith Danielle Lowry Daniel Charles Schuman
Katie Lee Thelman Diana Marie DaCorta Kevin Matthew Macaulay Jeffrey B. Schussler Jr.
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS .. Katherine Batchelar Warden Adam Richard Dennison Mark William Maglione Heather Lynn Schwertfeger
Timothy John Armbruster Ashley Nico(e Wirges Joseph Anthony Dlgosa * Tara Marie Maher * Jamie Seminara
William Douglass Brennan Diana Dobrow
... Erin Kathleen Mahoney Kathryn Marie Shanley- Tiffany L Edwards Sonya Marie Dodge • Kristina K. Maricle * Stephanie Robyn Shapiro
[8
Shannon Kelley Shaw julianne Marie Giarrusso
"-Shannon M, Liberati ....SPECIAL EDUCATION AND
Kathryn M. Sheldon Mandy Michelle Gonyo Sheena Adriana Lightell CHILDHOOD EDUCATION.. Lindsey Elizabeth Sigmund H Heather D. Halladay Tracy Suzanne Macharyas Sarah Lyn Bermudez- lawrence Taylor Silba .. Karen A. Kimber .., Domenica lynn McKeon Megan M. Brown.. Sherry L. Simmons Cristina Anne Koch Amanda Mae Miller " .. Bethany Lynnette Freund.. Ashley Marie Smart Jenny Nichole Kushner Rosanne B. Moran *** 'Shannon L. Gallagher
Ashley A. Smith Chelsea Margaret LaGattuta Mary Elizabeth Morrison Kristin Leigh Guest
Casey Lynn Smith Catherine Elizabeth Liberatore Julie Lynn Murdock
.. Kerry Shannon O'Brien
, Melanie Rose Stano Mallory Ann Magalino .. Rebecca Holly Netherton Mindy G. Rozen
David l. Starr Kelly Shinners Allison J. Ortu Bernard James Sullivan IV.. Megan Taylor Swansen *** Julie Brianna Stowell Jennifer L. Pacifico .. Shannon Lyne Warner
Melissa Mary Tabeek Colleen Anne Wolanski
.. Carisa Lynn Pasquale Amanda B. Weston
Erin Michelle Taylor Galina Peschel
Julie Marie Taylor EARLY CHILDHOOD/CHILDHOOD Lauren Rebecca Rakita
Joshua Ray Teeter EDUCATION
.. Adrianne Maria Shultis
Shannon Lynne Terrier Alicia Anne Abbate Laura Ann Spitz
Matthew Tooley Gina Marie Arnault Kirsten M. Stebbins
Melissa jane Townsend Shawna Marie Ashby Hannah E. Stetler
Daniela Rose Tripoli Christine Ann Beck David T. Underwood
Trevor William Tripp Jacquelyn Ann Bennett
.. Heather Lynn Whetsell.. McKay Elizabeth Turner Lisa M. Brink
Christine L. Umstatter jennifer Ashley Buchek INCLUSIVE SPECIAL EDUCATION
Darlene Nicole Utz
,.. David R. Byron .. Lauren M. Boldrin.. lauren Anne Valle Natalie Jane Dent Danlelle E. Croneiser
Kara L. Walda Katie R. Dieterle Kelly Elizabeth Crumb
Brittany Lynn Warren Colleen E. Donovan Stacey C. Grasso
Kaitlin M. Weingartner Laura EI Chami Nichole Elizabeth Hicks.. Ashley L. Weinrauch .. Briana Lee Farrant ,.. Sarah Grace Hungerford
Lindsay Lucille Weinstein ,.. Ashley Marie Ferber Matthew J. Innace... Renee Marie Welch .. Kathleen Ann Ferrara .. Aleesa R. King
Kayla M. Yastrernski lenna Whitney Fitzgerald Melissa A. Lucarelli
Monica Lynn Youngblood Heather Marie Frink laclyn L. Murphy
jessica Marie Gizzi Keri Joyce O'Neil
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION Stephanie S. Green
.., loette Elaine Ostanek
Lisa M. Budnik .. Eltzabeth Harendza Kathleen Michelle Schmutzler
jacqueline H. Bussi Tara L. Harrison Rena Solran
Jessica Lauren Chapman Erin M. Hartman Amanda Joy Tarpey
Emilee Kathryn Dickman Diane Marie Hutchinson
Caste Ilizabeth Eastman Natasha M. Jones














*** Sham Marie Coffey
Amy Jean Connell









*** Jillian A. Quackenbush
** Jeffrey l. Seakan
*** Andrea M. Tamfer





HEALTH SCIENCE Blythe A. Beecher -* Ilona Maria Szctyorl + Scott Matthew Stannard SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCE
-- Katie Erin Bowers Ryan Mark Butterfield * Maria Diane Whaley Keith M. Steckowski - Mary J. Balfour
Lindsay Michele Bregman Chad Edward Christensen Travis G. Womer Merit Rebekah Summers Lindsay Marie Bilodeau
Janie Marie Byrd - Katherine E. Clancy Tina M. Yalzo Christopher R Tucker <- Renee Elizabeth DiGaspari
Stanley D. Cadet Matthew Thomas Cornell Daniel E. Webb Jr. Lauren Michelle Hoefer
Mary C. Carbery Bryan Joseph Diliberto KINESIOLOGY: FITNESS DEVELOPMENT Nicholas OR Weis Kelli L Hyams
Megan Elizabeth Carey Robert WilHam Ellis Jeffrey Donald Babiarz Michael Leonard Wright Sarah Elizabeth Kessler
Manhew Kenneth Church Ross Michael Falotico Gabrielle Elise Blackman Andrea C Perez
* lisa M. Davis Ryan W. Freely Erin Renee Bosford OUTDOOR RECREATION Ott Kimberly Kristin Swan
Bernard j. Dolan III Emmanuel Frias Christopher M. Chatt Adrienne J. Blenonsopp - Cari Dawn Tinelli
Audra E. Edem Brandon D, Fudge Theodls Terrance Collier + - Douglas Allen Gould Danielle Nicole Tomaselli
Melissa Ann Gannett Branden Patrick Green james Ryan Cunneen Daryl Lynn Pace
* Anrielle 1.George - Kathryn Veronica Green -- Blair A. Drake Jason Tyler Richer SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DISABILITIES
Brian Joseph Hobbs Andrew E. Haney -- Michelle L. Eichas Timothy Shields Rodriguez Patricia L Baker
Rebecca Rose Hubbard .- Michael Elliot Higgins Ryan Michael Fernandez Matthew J. Schmidt Victoria M. Barton
Joseph George Huber Daniel Thomas Ippolito Lee J Fletcher
_ ..
Jennifer Lynn Bookhout
lllltan Viola Kersten Lonnie James Jenkins Jr. Katelyn Elizabeth Flor RECREATION * Kaitlyn Elizabeth Boulukos
-* Andrea Susan Licht Peter Lawrence Keating jessica Ann Healion * Patnck Michael Attoma Anna L. Bryant
Brittany A. McLean Brittany K. Kopp Amy Elizabeth Jones Tucker James Backus Lauren Patricia Burlage
Krnberhe Dee Miller Evan R_Kraack Scott Katzenstein Sam T. Bruno * Gabriele A. Clark
Melissa S. Mills -- Nicholas Joseph Lander Nathan Lee Kieff Joanna L. Copp --- Kristin Elizabeth Courtney
Lashia Lonique Perkins James E. Mahl - janice E. King Christopher Allan Garno Stephanie Marie Elbrecht--- Amy Ryan Pratt Kevin John Mahoney Alison Marie Maddaleno Lauren Michelle Gehen Lynda M. Hamilton
Alicia Lynn Robinson Robert Richard Mangieri David J, Mancuso Stephanie Lyn Krlever Kristin M. Harding
Monica Helen Sarc] Tarndan Wade McCrory Andrea Jean Marino Justin R, Mann - Gayle Lacte Hibbard
Kaitlin Margaret Smith Renee A. Miller Matthew Charles Martindale Paul Michael Nicol Alice P.Kahrs
* Candace Lee Steele Bryan M. Monahan Eve Lucille Mascoli + Wanie Melissa Santos Abby L. Karlsen
Alexander Nick Stratakos * Maura O'Connell Amanda Jane McCann Meghan Patricia Schongar Aino Saara lemetyinen
Elizabeth A. Thearle Jonathan Albeyro Ortiz Christopher B. McKeown Katie Lynn Sutliff - '(ana Lesnevsky
Alexander Trzepiwr valene Starr Farrington Kristin Ann McNally Arsenio Dwayne Wallace Jessica Ann Morocco
Mary Elizabeth Vukmir Brittany M. Paulus Cory B. Miszko Cassie Lynnae Wright * Megan Beth Morris
Brittany L. Wiesner Michelle J. Penso Jocelyn Lee Myers -- Marina Moshes--- Russelt Parker Phillips Annemarie lynne Nelson RECREATION MANAGEMENT Jordon Mae Ormsby
HUMAN SERVICESTUDIES -- Gregory M. Reardon Melissa D. Paupst -- Kara G. Carrino - Melissa Ann Ponte
Dorrie Bryant Kenneth A. Rhuda III Ashlelgh Rose Rajkowski Mary Elizabeth Cole --- Kaltlln Marie Porter.. Daniel Francis Slattery Matthew Leon Richardson Stefan G. Reddick Shawn Michael Dunphy -- Sonya H, Possemato
Shawn Scanlon Matthew John Robinson Joseph Michael Mclaughlin Lindsay Kristen Rourke
KINESIOLOGY * Ashley M. Scouten Joseph M. Russo jacqueline Sherwood Ryan Undsay Ruiz
Kalh Nicole Anctil Kyla Marie Smith Nicholas L. Serio Eugene F. Vogler 111 -* Elizabeth Anne Ryder
Casey James Becker Stephanie J. Sullivan Ashley M. Seewaldt
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Allison Patricia Sheffield Maxwell L Finley Jason M Powell .rt Orion K. Roeder PHYSICAL EDUCATION
rt Jessica Lynn Weise Gregory P.Fleming Bryan David Press lcelle Mae Ryals rt Kristine Solveig Accordino
Ort Kelra E. Whitmore Erin E. Fleury Shawn Robert Pulvermiller '-, Jennifer Lynn Stark Elizabeth A. Acee
rt Caroline Jean Woodhead David Anthony Pondanarosa Eric James Reinhardt Breelan Ann Ward Nicholas James Adler
Matthew Kenneth Goslant William N. Rizzo Jr. Kristen Leigh Aksroooff
SPORT MANAGEMENT Joseph John Guiffre Juan Sebastian Romero Jennifer L Anthony
Mark William Adam Brian Gutschwager • Jason D. Rosenberg " Bachelor of *** Holly K. Bakker
Rachel M. Aleese Richard Harbers Gina Marie Rullo _,Sciencein .rt James Philip Barracca
Craig Brian Anderson Justin Adam Hart Michael E. Savage Education Jeffrey M. Beck
Joshua K. Azer rt. Derrick A. Hartnett ~ Cory J. Sciacca Brian P. Bert
••• Lisa M. Barbara Ryan Stephen Hewitt Anthony Joseph Servidio HEALTH EDUCATION Matthew Charles Blennger
Matthew Ronald Baron Amanda M. Hlrko rt Matthew T. Shambo Andrew Aleksandrowlcz Robert Michael Bliss
Matthew Adam Bauer Brian R. Holbert • Lee Steven Shapiro Emily Anne Armstrong Brennan James Briggs
David Christopher Bernacki rt Shlnya Hori Joshua w. Shepardson Valerie I. Beron Shawn William Briscoe
• Austin James Bond Leonard 1. lamizzotto Tyler S. Skinner Christopher J. Bisignano Zachary Douglas Brown
.rt Kaitlyn Marie Boyes Sean P.Kane Trey Thomas Smutz Elizabeth Eileen Boze Jessica Marie Brownsell
Cassandra A. Brandon rt Matthew J. Klein Bryan Harold Snyder rt Cecilia A. Buhl Daniele A. Bubar.. Adam C Brenner Michael Anthony Lopin Andrew L Stern Leana Hayden Brandon William Joseph Buith III
Shane). Brunelle Shane F.lynch Yusuke Sugita Siobhan C. Carey Amy S. Bullock
• Christina Blanca Beergin Robert John Lyons Christopher J. Thayne David Laine Cassese .. Margaret Elizabeth Burrows
Shannon Leigh Burrows Matthew D. Margenau Sean M. Thomas Jared Christopher Cook Joshua Matthew Bush
• James Thomas Busco II Shaun P.McCain Andrew Scott Trager Chris Michael Curley James William Butrick
Lawrence James Byrns rt Matthew P.Meacham Christopher R. visore Lindsay R. Dashnau
rt Lauren Helane Cardinale
Sara Aisling Cavanaugh Kristina M. Milani Matthew P.vitalone Daniel P. Davids Holly J. Chaapel
Matthew John Choy -H-1< Josh J. Misevcis Ryan Parker Vooris Steven Joseph Delligatti Jarred R. Chandler
Joshua Peter Cittadino James J. Montalbano Peter Thomas Wadhams Laura E. Dermott Joseph A. Chillemi
Erin M. Conner Richard John Moran III I Christopher James Washington Stacy Mane Finsel David Lawrence Cholden
Lindsay Megan Cook George Danforth Morningstar Martin D. Whiting Rodney L Headley Daniel L Clark
Nicholas Paul Courtemanche rt Kevin O. Muffler .. Kristen Jeanne Zerbato Elizabeth Rachel Heath Virginia M. Clark
Clinton Lucas Cure Nicole Ann Muhs Ort Michael K. Zitellf Christina Lee Henderson Marcy C. Clawson
Joslyn Michelle Dambra Kelsey Ida Muka .. Nicole Elizabeth James Tbeodls Terrance Collier +
Nicholas). Dattilo Kyle Tofte Mullane THERAPEUTIC RECREATION Danielle M. Kaiser John Robert Conte
Steve Del'ersts Matthew F.Muzza Nicole R. Carrigan Sara M. Korba Cary Brian Cook
Edward P.Dolenk rt Mari Nagai Joyce Eileen Chamberlain Katherine Anne Murphy Lindsay Ann Coons
Nathan V. Drummond Ort Zachary David Nizolek Diane M. Finley Marilyn Rae Reuter Dustyn Michael Cormier
Charles W. Duffy Jr. Michael A. O'Connor Marcie Elizabeth Forsythe Nicole M. Stam Rachel S. Cornwell
Daniel B, Dunn Cailin Jean OHara Tracy Kohrmann Tiffany Rose Vandermark Ryan James Coyne
larry M. Fairman Kevin Christopher O'Reilly Eric Stephen Komar *** Jessica Lynn Webb Kerr! Ann Crandall
Nicholas M. Fenton Kristyn A. Pierce Erin McGrady rt Amanda Marie Westbrook Jed Croissant• Zachary C. Field Darren M. Pittman Annamane Parker Erin Shea Woodfield Jeremy A Cuebas
Daniel J. Deitz Bjorn Andreas Hansen Matthew Robert Montpetit Tanya A. Shull
Richard G, Dejesus James Michael Hart Marc E.Monzeglio Theresa Lynette Sime
Nicole Delutio + Cody Anthony Healey Cristina Muia Kyle Christopher Simensky
Christopher William DeMarco Colleen A. Herlihy Jennifer Elizabeth Murphy Gregory Shannon Sims
Anthony P.DeMatteo Gregory M. Hernandez Neith Jerome Myrick Andrew Osborn Smith
Nicholas Peter DePaola Alex L Hojnowski Britni S. Navetta D. Blakeley H. Smith
Christopher Dethwick Jr. Ryan Russell Hondorf Thomas V. Nenos .. lense Marie Soules
Dana C. DiCarlo Colleen Marcia Horan ... Seth L. Novick Steven G. Spink
Matthew T. Dolph Jason Sean Houghtaling Anthony J. Nuara Noelle C Stappenbeck
Allyson M. Donofrio James R. Hynes JesseJames Nunes .. Ashley Brooke Stoughton.. Emily Ann Driscoll Michael James Jankiewicz Lauren Ann Occhipinti Felicia R. Strauss
James w. Durso Jeremiah Addison Johnson + Edward C Ortiz. Dale Allen Striker
Joseph Arena Eells Daniel David Jones Mary C Parkhurst Kevin M. Stuttte
David Philip Eggleton Jonathan A. June Erica Marie Pate Michael G. Sweet
Elizabeth CElmer David R.Jutton Ryan Christopher Patrie ... Ilona Maria Szotyon +
• Shara Lauren Evanter Steven M. Kamp Bryan Lee Patterson Eric F. Tabin
Frank Joseph Farnach Jr. Nicole Teresa Kanehl Kyle Jonathan Pierce Andrew Ross Trauber
Jesse R. Fendryk Michael R. Kelly Nicholas G. Poquette Nicholas M. Tremaroli
Bradley M. Ferro Stephanie A. Kessler James Robert Potts II Audrey Lauren Trudell
Nicolas). Fioretti Aric J. Kucel Mallory Prain Christopher R. Tucker +
Derrick Scott Fish Jeffery S. Kunkel Christopher Michael Prenoveau Andrew J. Urckfitz.... Holly M. Fitzgerald Anthony H. Lambiase III Rebecca Lynn Preston ... Shelly Elizabeth VanDusen
lody Lynne Foland Jessica lynn Larrabee Ivan Lamar Purifoy Chase R. Vaughn
Nicole A. Franke Kathryn E. Lester .. Melissa Ann Quinlan Samantha Marie Waldo
Ryan Donald Fries Jesse Levy James A. Resue Robert M. Weilert
Christopher Anthony Gagstetter .. Timothy Paul Malican Christopher T. Riley Matthew Thomas Wilcox
Christopher James Galano Sean Patrick Malone Chris D, Robinson Ira Zachary Wisla... Steven M. Gates Andrew Maloney Jennifer Greeno Rockhill .. Amandalo Womelsdorf
James Patrick Gencarelli Paul Alexander Manfredo + Ronny Rodriguez. Kayla Marie Yarrow
John G. Giametta Michael A. Marsden Jessica Claire Roeth
Brittany Leigh Giuliano Colleen Marie Martin Bryan A, Rosen SENIORS WHO HAVE EARNED MILITARY
John J. Giumarro Eve Lucille Mascoli + .. Andrew S. Rozak COMMISSION
Christopher William Goodman Amy Elizabeth McCann Kathryn C Rozak Branden Patrick Green, Army ROTC
David R.Gould Patrick R.McConville Alyssa A. Ruggiero .. Michael Elliott Higgins, Army ROTC
Peter Michael Graham Christa Lynn McGough Mariano Educardo Sausto
Keith Alexander Greene Thomas Michael McVeigh Thomas A. Scalzo
Darnlen J. Greevy Joseph A. Menter ... Mark Raymond Schaller
Zachary M. Guca Janice Marie Meyer Eric C. Sciutto
leron E. Haigler Michael Joseph Michela Amy N. Serr
Melinda A. Hankins Sophia laura Minutolo Bryan Richard Shea
~
Academic Heraldry
Academic Procession The processional begins with the all-college
gorfaloner. who leads in the faculty. followed by the Schools of Arts and Sciences, Education and
Professional Studies gonfatoniers. who lead in the students. The processional concludes when the
mace bearer brings in the platform party. which consists of members of the College's administration
and faculty leadership, the College Council. visiting dignitaries and honorees.
The Mace The mace is a ceremonial staff used as a symbol of authority. The mace
bearer precedes the platform party and places the mace on a special stand where it remains while
the official proceedings of Commencement are under way. SUNY Cortland's mace, the "Torch of
Learning:' is made of silver and rosewood and was created by local silversmith John Marshall.
The Gonfalons The four bright banners carried in the academic procession are
called gonfalons. The red, white, black and grey gonfalon represents the College; in blue, grey and
burgundy it represents the School of Arts and Sciences; in blue, purple and black it represents the
School of Education; and in peach and green it represents the School of Professional Studies.
The gonfalons were designed by Libby Kowalski, professor emerita of art and art history, and
Kathy Maher, a 1984 SUNY Cortland graduate. The standards were made by Bard Prentiss, associate
professor emeritus of art and art history, and J, Eric Kroot. Materials were provided by the Gilbert
and Mary Cahill Foundation and the late Rozanne M. Brooks, distinguished teaching professor
emerita of SOCiology/anthropology.
Regalia Commencement lends itself to the pageantry of an academic procession rooted
in medieval times. The gowns and hoods worn by faculty members, candidates for graduation and
platform dignitaries distinguish the institution from which the wearer was or will be graduated, the
level of the degree earned and the field of learning.
In 1985,American colleges established a standard code of academic dress. specifying three types
of gowns. The gown for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves, the gown for the master's degree
has an oblong sleeve with the front part cut in an arc. and the gown for the doctoral degree has




out at the back and center, indicates the colors of the institution granting the degree, while the
border, which comes around to the front of the neck, represents the field of learning.
The black mortarboard cap is standard. Its only distinguishing feature is a gold tassel worn by
holders of the doctoral degree.
The Honors Medallion The graduates wearing silver medallions with red
ribbons have completed the SUNY Cortland Honors Program. To complete the Honors Program, a
student must take 24 credit hours of honors courses, engage in 40 hours of community service,
maintain a cumulative grade point average of 3.2, and complete an honors thesis during his or her
senior year.
Tile Kente Stole The Kente stole is a rich, multicolored. handwoven style of cloth
that originated in Ghana, West Africa, and is revered throughout the Africana World. It is traditionally
worn during important national ceremonies. The colors. patterns and ideogramatic images of the
Kente stole impart information about the wearer and highlight the importance of an event or a
ceremony. Similar to the academic hood, the Kente stole is relatively new to commencement
ceremonies in the United States and signifies and symbolizes higher education's connection to the
rich cultures, intellectual traditions and academic achievements of the Africana World.
Special Person Designation All graduates can designate a special
person who has been instrumental in helping them achieve their higher education goals.
This individual's name is read along with the graduate's name as he or she walks across the stage
at the Commencement ceremony. Students who choose to name a special person do so when
they apply online for their degree.
International Student Flags Graduating international students present
their national flag to the president during the Commencement ceremony. In the past flags
representing China, Japan, Nepal. Columbia, Maili. Peru and South Korea were received. During the
Commencement ceremony, the flags are displayed on stage and afterward. they are exhibited in the
lobby of Corey Union.
III
Seniors Who Have Received Academic Recognition
The following list reflects participants in the Honors Program. members of
College-Wide rather than departmental honor societies. and recipiMts of awards
and scholarships presented primanly or the annual Honors Convocation ceremony.
This list only includes a portion of the awards available to students on campus.
Alaric, Joanna Charlotte, 2008
Anthropology Award for Outstanding
Academic Achievement
Allen, Sarah lyon. Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Armstrong, Emily Anne, Phi Eta SIgma
Honor SOCiety
Armstrong, KellyWelch, 2007 Alpha
Deltalunlor Scholarship, 2007 Junior
Psychology Major Achievement Award.
2008 Psychology Academic Excellence
Award. 2008 Senior Academic
Achievement Award, 2008 Senior
Psychology Major Achievement Award.
Bakker, Holly K., Tau Sigma Honor Society,
2008 Bessie L Park 1901Award
Balfour, Mary J., Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society, Tau Sigma HanOI"
Society
Barbara, Usa M., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, 2008 Outstanding Senior
Student in Sport Management
Barracca, James Philip. Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Barrett, Jason P.,2007 Alpha Delta
lunor Scholarship. 2008 Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Public
Policy and Public Administration
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Beckwith, Andrea Dawn, Alpha Sigma
lambda Honor Society
Betit. Susan M., Tau SIgma Honor Society
Bice. Christina Marie, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Bookhout. Jennifer lynn. Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Booth, Amanda Justine, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2007 Kendra Nelson Memorial
Award
Booth. Christine Marie, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2008 Academic Excellence in
Economics, 2008 Sidney R. Waldron
Award for Academic Excellence
Bouschcr. laura Jane. Phi Eta Sigma
HOflO( Society
Boyes, Kaitlyn Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, PhI Kappa Phi Honor SOCiety.
2006 Past Presidents Scholarship,
2007 Alpha Deltahnlor ScholarshIp,
2008 Chancellor's Award for Student
Excellence
Brenner, Adam c.. Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Briguglio, Charlene Suzanne, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society
Broadwell, Devin S., 2008 Chancellor's
Award for Student Excellence, 2008 Dr.
Norman B. Reynolds Memona[ Award
Brown, Courtney leigh. Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Brown, Kaitlin A.. Honors Program, 2008
Honors Program Award
Buergin, Christina Bianca. 2007 Dr.J
Robert '58 and Maureen Johnson
Professional Studies Scholarship
Byron. David R., Alpha Sigma lambda
Honor Society
Cable, Clara M., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Caceres, Carmen, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society. 2007 M. Eugene Bierbaum
Award
Cappon, Colleen M .• 2008 laura Horsman
'90 Memorial Award
Cardinale, lauren Helane, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Carrino, Kara G., 2008 John A MacPhee
Scholarship
Carroll. Daren]; Tau Sigma Honor SOCiety,
2007 Past Presidents Scholarship
Carter. Michele Diane. 2008 Non,
Traditional Student Major
Achievement Award
Causer, Scott Eugene, Tau Sigma Honor
Sooery 2008 W. Maxwell Hawkins
Award
Christopher, Sheresa Christine, 2008
Alpha Kappa PhVAgonian Scholarship
Chyllnskl. Morgan Jean, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Clancy, Katherine E.. Alpha Sigma lambda
Honor Society. Tau Sigma Honor
Society. 2007 Marilou B. Wright '68
Memorial Scholarship. 2008 Chemical
Rubber Company (C.R.c.) Press Award
for Outstanding Student in General
Chemistry. 2008 Outstanding SeniOl"
Student In Kinesiology
Clark, Kathleen M., 2007 John L Sclera '52
Memorial Scholarship
Coffey, Shena Marie, Tau Sigma Honor
Sooety
Crawford. lena R., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society. 2008 Rozanne M. Brooks
Sociology Award for Outstanding
Academic Achievement
Crofut, Rachel lee, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Crossman Elisabeth Ann. 2006 Past
Presidents Scholanhip
Culver, Nicole lindsay, 2008 J Catherine
Giben Award for Excellence In Art
HIstory
Davids, Daniel P.,2008 Ross L Allen
Award
Davis, Lauren M., 2007 David L Pugh
Award for Superior Achievement in
MathematiCS by a Junior
Delutio. Nicole. Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Soc~ty
Dembrow, Adam Montgomery, 2008
Outstanding Senior Physics Major
Award
Dethwick Jr.. Christopher, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. 2008 Francis J. Moench
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DiCarlo, Dana c.. Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Drake, Blair A., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Edwards. Tiffany L. Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Elches, Michelle L, 1008 Outstanding
Senior Student in Kinesiology: Fitness
Development
Emrich, Morgan Frances. Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Euler, Christopher, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society. Tau Sigma Honor Society
Farrant, Briana lee. Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Ferber, Ashley Marie, Tau Sigma Honor
Society. 2007 Alpha Delta Junior
Scholarship
Fitzgerald, Holly M .• Phi Eta Sigma Honor
SOCiety, Phi Kappa Phi Honor SOCiety.
2008 Dorothy Arnsdorff Award
Flood, Meghan Marie, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Gallagher, Diana Marie, Honors Program,
Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society. 2007
Timothy Chung 76 Award for
Excellence in American Literature. 2008
Honors Program Award
.------------------- ----------------------------
Gallagher, Shannon L., 2008 Special
Education Childhood Award
Garcia, Victor Manuel, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society
Gates, Steven M., Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
George, Anrielle T., 2008 Katherine Allen
Whitaker Award
Gillan, Bradley Fredrick, Alpha Sigma
lambda Honor Society. 2008 Wall
Street Journal Award
Gonzalez. Helene M.. Alpha Sigma
lambda Honor Society, 2008 Award
for Excellence in French
Grandison, Zizwe G., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Green, Stephanie S" Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Grubb, Siid Kaminen, Tau Sigma Honor
Society. 2007 Thomas 0, Mwanika
Award. 2008 Outstanding Senior
Award
Guerrier, Alyssa Jennifer. 1008 Cortland's
Urban Recruitment of Education
(CURE.I Awacd
Guthrie, John Michael. Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society
Hankins, Melinda A.. Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Harding, Kristin M .. Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Harendra. Elizabeth. Tau Sigma Honor
SOCiety
Harrison, Tara L.. Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Hartman. Erin M., Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Hartnett, Derrick A., 2008 Faculty Award
for Academic Achievement
Hibbard, Gayle lade. Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Hill. Drew Kenneth, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Himes. Emeline Mahar. Honors Program.
Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society. 2008
Honors Program Award
Hotaling, George Martin. 2008 Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Law and
Justice, 2008 Chancellor's Award for
Student Excellence
Hoyt. Eileen Johanna Janet, Phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society. Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2006 and 2008 Senior
Academic Achievement Award
Hubbard, Amanda Darcy, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, 2007 Leonard F. Ralston
Award
Huber, Rachel Ruth, Honors Program,
2008 Andrew M, Basse Award, 2008
Honors Program Award
Hudy. Kathryn H., Honors Program. Phi
Eta Sigma Honor Society. 2005 Award
for Excellence in Understanding
Multicultural and Gender Issues.
2008 Honors Program Award. 2008
Outstanding Achievement in Social
Philosophy
Hungerford. Sarah Grace, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society. 2006 and 2007 Senior
Academic Achievement Award. 2008
Inclusive Special Education Award
lnaba. Natsumi, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Jones, Evan james, Honors Program. 2008 -c .
Honors Program Award, 2008 Senior
Award for Academic Excellence
Joslin, Ashley M., 2008 Seth N. Asumah
"Uburu" Award. 2008 Award for
Excellence in Understanding
Multicultural and Gender Issues.
2008 James McKee Memorial Award
Kimber, Karen A., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Kimura. Natsumi, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
King. Aleesa R" Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society
Labuz. Jennifer Noelle. Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society. Tau Sigma
Honor Society
ucht, Andrea Susan, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society. 2008 Gustave B. Timmel
Award
MacDonald. Lauren Nicole, 2008
Computer Applications Academic
Achievement Award
Mahoney. Erin Kathleen, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Manabe. Wakana, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society. 2006 Chemical Rubber
Company (C.RL) Press Award for
Outstanding Student in General
Chemistry
Maricle, Kristina K., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Marshall, Amanda R.. Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society. 2006 Composition Portfolio
Award. 2007 Van Akin Burd Prize
Mathews. Adam I,Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society. 2007 Computer Applications
Academic Achievement Award, 2007
dli'l'i" ',Fish Award
McCrory. Tamdan Wade. Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
McKeon, Domenica lynn, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
McPlet!. David M., Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society. Tau Sigma Honor
Society. 2008 TImothy Chung 76
Award for Excellence in American
Literature
Mendelson. Daniel Edward, 2008 Pi
Sigma Alpha Award for Best Paper.
2008 Pi Sigma Alpha Senior Award for
Best Portfolio. 2008 William Rogers
Memorial Award for Excellence in
Political Science
Meyn, Kimberly A., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Miller, Jennifer l., 2008 Thomas O.
Mwanika Award
Misevcis, Josh J., Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society
Miyamoto, Mayuko. Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2008 Gerald N. DiGiusto
Award for Excellence in Studio Art
Monacelli. Jacob Richard, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Muhs, Nicole Ann. Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Murphy, Iaclyn L., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Natoli, Christine Ann. Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, 2008 Ann C. Allen
Memorial Award
Nenos. Thomas V., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Neuner.Iemie L.. 2008 Chancellor's Award
for Student Excellence
Nhclek, Zachary David, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Novick, Seth L.. Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, Tau Sigma Honor Society,
2006 and 2007 Senior Academic
Achievement Award
O'Brien. Thomas Jason, 2008 Outstanding
Senior Student in Athletic Training
O'Connell, Maura, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
O'Donnell, Krista Leigh. Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Orlowske, Lori L., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Page. Jason, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society.
Tau Sigma Honor Society, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society. 2006 Senior
Academic Achievement Award, 2008
Walter Hanchett Award
Pahler, Julia Lynn, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Petta, Anita Christine, 2007 Charles T.
Griffes Award
Pepe. Julianne Nicole, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society. 2008 M. Eugene Bierbaum
Award
Pernick, Jennifer Lee, Honors Program.
2008 Honors Program Award
Phillips, Russell Parker, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Phillips. Steven w.. 2006 Gerald DiGiusto
Award for Excellence in Studio Art
1
Seniors Who Have Received Academic Recognition
continued
Pinto, Mallari Lynn, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, Tau Sigma Honor Society,
2008 Fred Hangalr. Memorial Award
for Excellence in Business Economics
Porter, Kaitlin Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Potter, Jaclyn Denise, Honors Program,
2008 Honors Program Award
Purifoy, Ivan Lamar, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Quinlan, Melissa Ann, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society
Reid, Emily Michelle, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Rickes. John Robert, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Ripley Kristy B; Tau Sigma Honor Society
Rodriguez, Timothy Shields, 2007 Alpha
DeltaJunior Scholarship
Roeder, Orion K., Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society, 2008 Harlan "Gold"
Metcalf Award, 2008 Jay '66 and Bettie
Lee Yerka Award for Excellence in
Recreation and Leisure Studies
Ross, Elizabeth A., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Rought, AngelaJ .•Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Rourke, Lindsay Kristen, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. 2008 Chancellor's
Award for Student Excellence
Ryder, Elizabeth Anne, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
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Schaller, Mark Raymond, 2007 Dr. J
Robert '58 and Maureen Johnson
Professional Studies Scholarship,
20081. Fred Holloway Award
Schuster, Jennica S.,Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Scouten, Ashley M., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Semlnara.Iamie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Shapiro, lee Steven, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Shapiro, Robyn Mara, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Sheffield, Allison Patricia, 2008 Speech
Pathology and Audiology Professional
Promise Award
Silba, Lawrence Taylor, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society
Simmons, Sherry L Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society
Sims, Gregory Shannon, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Slade, Chelsea Suzanne, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
2008 Chair's Award for Academic
Excellence
Slattery, Daniel Francis, 2008 Human
Service Studies Award for Outstanding
Academic Achievement
Smith. Ashley A., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Smith, Kaitlin Margaret, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. 2006 Alpha Delta Junior
Scholarship, 2008 Chancellor's Award
for Student Excellence, 2008 Charles N.
Poskanzer Award
Soules.Ienise Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Spink, Steven G., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Squiers, Melissa Beth, Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society, 2008 Award
for Excellence in Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL),
2008 Senior Academic Achievement
Award
Steele, Candace Lee, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society. 2006 Past Presidents
Scholarship
Stilwell, Timothy W., Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society
Swan, Kimberly Kristin, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society. 2008 Judith Smith Kelemen
Memorial Scholarship: Senior Award,
2008 Senior Academic Achievement
Award
Szotyorl. Ilona Maria, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, 2008 Alpha Kappa Phil
Agonian Scholarship
Tabeek, Melissa Mary, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Tabone.lillian E.,2007 Marion C
Thompson Memorial Scholarship
Iarnfer, Andrea M., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society. Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Taylor, Bobby Dean, 2007 W, Graham
Heaslip Award
Ilrinato, Crista Lee, 2008 Academic
Achievement and Service Award
Turner, McKay Elizabeth, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2007 Alpha Delta Junior
Scholarship
Utz, Darlene Nicole, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Valle, lauren Anne, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Warden, Katherine Batchelar, Honors
Program, 2008 Honors Program Award,
2008 Psychology Research Award
Webb, Jessica Lynn, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society. 2005 Composition Portfolio
Award, 2007 Alpha Deitalunlor
Scholarship, 2007 Past Presidents
Scholarship, 2008 Alpha Kappa Phi!
Agonian Scholarship
Whaley, Marla Diane, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
White III, William H., 2008 Top
Graduating Senior in Chemistry
Whitlock, Cassandra Jacqueline, 2007 D
lo Schaffer Scholarship for Excellence
in Art History
Whitmore, Keira E.,Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2007 Judith Smith Kelemen
Junior Award. 2008 Senor Academic
Achievement Award
williams.loshua Adam, 2005 Charles
1. Griffes Award, 2006 Adams-Hill
Theatre Award
Williams, Stephen Matthew, 1007 James
McKee Memorial Award
Womer, Travis G" Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Woodhead, Caroline Jean, Honors
Program. Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
2008 Honors Program Award
Worden, Whitney Ellen, Honors Program,
Tau Sigma Honor Society, 2006 Past
Presidents Scholarship, 2008 Honors
Program Award
Woyner, Jessica Marie, Tau Sigma
Honor Society, 2008 Merck Award
for Outstanding Student in Organic
Chemistry
Zerbato, Kristen Jeanne, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Zitelli. Michael K.. Honors Program, Phi
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An ambulance will be stationed in the
northwest parking lot of the Park Center, just
outside the overhead door.
Emergency Exits
In case of emergency, please proceed to the
nearest exit in an orderly manner.
flowers and Gifts
College Store staff will be selling flowers,
diploma frames and assorted gifts on the upper
floor of the Park Center near the Poolslde
refreshment stand from 8 a,m.-4 p.m.
Guest Assistance
Ushers are available at all times for assistance
and information.
lost and found
For lost and found items. please contact the
University Police Department, Van Hoesen Hall.
Room C-17, (607) 753-412J.
Photography
Photographers are asked to stand to the side
of the stage when taking pictures to avoid
blocking the view of seated guests.
Off-Site Viewing
The Commencement ceremonies Will be shown
on a large-screen projector in ParkCenter,
Room E-201. Total number of visitors to this
room may not exceed 72.
Refreshments
Ught refreshments will be available for purchase
from 8:45-10:30 am and noon-1:30 p.m. on the
upper floor of the Park Center at the Poolside
refreshment stand.
Restrooms
Restrooms In the ParkCenter are indicated on
the map on this page. The men's and women's
locker rooms on the ground floor also may be
used.
Smoking
Smoking is not permitted anywhere inside the
Park Center.
Telephones
Emergency phones on campus are identified by
blue lights.
Guests are kindly asked to turn off cell
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Associate Provost, Academic Affairs
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Assistant Professor, Physical Education
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International Communications and Culture
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Professor, Geography
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Publications Editor,
Publications and Electronic Media
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Associate Professor, Communication Studies
Dr. Eric Malmberg
Professor, Physical Education
Ms. Patricia Martinez de la Vega
Lecturer,
International Communications and Culture
Mrs. Mary (Baodie) McGinnis
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Professor, Kinesiology
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Associate Professor, Physical Education
Dr.Wes Weaver
Professor (Spanish).
International Communications and Culture
Dr. Donna West
Assistant Professor (Spanish),





Associate Professor, Communication Studies
Dr. Kathleen Lawrence
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Dr. Robert J. Spitzer



























Mrs, Hailey Ruoff '98




Ms. Linda May Armstrong '76
Mr. Walter E. Farnholtz
Mrs, Dorothea Kreig Fowler '52, M,S.Ed, 74
Mr. Thomas Gallagher
Mrs. Kimberly Potter Ireland '97
Dr. Robert 5. lsaf M.5.Ed. '6S
Ms. Renee L. James, Esq. '82
Mr. Aaron Marsh '09
Mrs. Marie Rumsey '- -,




As a SUNY Cortland graduate, you join the ranks of 58,000 alumni residing
in all 50 states and more than 40 countries,
Special Thanks





















University Police Department Staff
We encourage you to continue your involvement with the College through reunion programs,
chapter events and special gatherings By keeping the Alumni Affairs Office updated with your
current residential and e-mail addresses,you will be assured of receiving Columns,
the alumni publication, as well as information on other alumni programs.
Information changes may be submitted at wwwcortland.edujalumniupdate.
Pleasejoin the Alumni Association in its efforts to promote and support SUNY Cortland, which ha
sought to prepare you for a fulfilling and productive life.
----------------------_.-_---------------------
